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Abstract
In today’s health care system the prevalence of medical errors seems to be high as stated by the report of the Institute of Medicine (IOM). An error rate of about 10% in clinical medical laboratories has been consistently reported in the literature. Most of these errors occur in the pre-analytical phase. Because only a small number of errors will be seen in the analytical phase, it is very likely that these might be very of ten ignored. This overview
will deal with the requirements of quality that is not based on quality control sample measurement only. The knowledge of analytical interferences
and critical sample quality will offer valuable solutions to improve the global quality of the total testing process. Some special areas of the analytical
process such as calibration, quality control, reference interval, drug interference, statistical analysis, paraproteins and volume displacement effect
will be discussed. With some examples from the literature and personal investigation, the impact of errors in the analytical process will be better
understood and the examples will help reducing the number of analytical errors and inter ferences, so that a much bet ter patient safety can be
granted.
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Introduction
The report of the Institute of Medicine (1) (IOM)
has an impact on laboratory medicine in order to
reduce errors and blunders for better patient safety. Laboratory test results have a great impact on
clinical decisions making processes. This high degree of influence, the quality of laboratory testing
and the reporting is of utmost importance to any
clinician and clinical chemist. As most of the errors
in laboratory medicine occur in the pre- and postanalytical phases, it is very likely that one will forget to focus on the analytical phase as well. With
overwhelming dependence on laboratory results
reporting and clinicians making decisions solely
based on these reports, it becomes essential for laboratory medicine to set very high quality standards, in order to grant both better patient safety
and errors reduction. Laboratory medicine is unique in practice, and this is particularly true for clinical chemistry laboratories. Unlike many other
medical processes, activities in laboratory medicine are precisely defined and are therefore more

controllable than a procedure or treatment in an
emergency or clinical department. This overview
will deal with analytical interferences and analytical quality issues.

Reference interval
Before we start to go into fur ther details, we will
learn how to interpret data and values obtained
in the medical laboratory. An example: a value of
140 has only a very limited meaning. One cannot
give any statement if this value is high or low or if
this value represents a normal or pathological value. In the field of clinical laboratory one has to
use a reference inter val, which usually is calculated from a reference population of healthy status. Because it is rather difficult to get those intervals, one has to carefully search the literature for
it or relay on inter vals provided by the diagnostic
manufacturers. Very of ten the clinician has to differentiate between the status “normal” and “patBiochemia Medica 2010;20(2):147–53
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FIGURE 1. Distribution cur ves of a population with healthy and
diseased persons. A = ideal situation – clearly to discriminate. B
= difficult situation – overlapping of both groups.

hological”. It is not that easy if values fall in the
so-called “grey zone”, where a repeated measurement might deliver a different result then the
previous one (Figure 1).
What is the color of a blood from a black skinned
person? Is there a difference? No, there is no difference in the color, but the values for healthy or ill
patients with different skin color may become important. Guder et al. have showed the impact of
the race on creatine kinase (CK) and amylase activities (2). The CK activity in the black skinned population is about two times higher than in white
skinned persons (3). The amylase activity in the

Asian population that live in UK is two times higher then in the British population (4).
A study undertaken in 101 German laboratories
showed clearly the problem of using the correct
reference interval (5). As an example concerning
potassium, the values for the low end of the interval was found between 3.3 and 3.9 mmol/L, while
the range for the high end was found between 4.5
and 5.6 mmol/L (Figure 2). There might be good
reasons for the difference, but a questionnaire in
this study showed that in most cases the laboratory was not able to explain from which source and
literature they have taken the range or since what
time they have used the range. Even in modern
textbooks one may find references ranges that have been copied from old literature or the author
keep it since the first edition of the book.
The statement of Benson is still valid even if it was
published in 1972 (6).
The normal range has had a vague but comforting
role in laboratory medicine. It looms on the horizon of our consciousness, perfectly symmetrical like the Mount Fujiyama, somewhat misty in its
meaning, yet gratefully revered and acknowledged. Far from being simple and pure, however, like
a cherished illusion of childhood, on close examination it proves to be maddeningly complex and
is indeed one of the more stubborn and difficult
problems limiting the usefulness of clinical laboratory data.
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FIGURE 2. Results of a sur vey done in about 101 German laboratories. The top line describes the upper limit and the bottom line the
lower limit of the reference inter val for potassium. The distance between the lines represents the inter val.
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Volume displacement effect
Even modern analytical systems are unable to detect errors created by the patient sample. Frier et
al. (7) gave a detailed report on the patient outcome of laboratory error and the resulting wrong clinical treatment due to the quality of the sample.
A six years old boy suffering from diabetes mellitus was delivered to the hospital. One of the laboratory findings was a sodium concentration of 86
mmol/L. The clinicians reacted by treating the boy
with physiological saline solution over a time period of seven hours. After that time another sodium measurement was requested and resulted in
a concentration of 116 mmol/L. Now, both the clinicians and the laboratory recognized that this
could not be clinically correct. They found the
sample to be very lipaemic and decided to remove
the lipids. The correct sodium concentration was
thus found to be 222 mmol/L. As a result of the
wrong treatment followed after the erroneous laboratory value for sodium, the child died from intracranial hemorrhage.
We learned that the serum or plasma sample existed out of 93% water and 7% lipids and proteins
(8) in healthy population. If there is a disease that
changes the concentration of proteins (e.g., myeloma) or lipids (e.g., lipid disorder), one has to consider an effect (i.e., bias) on laboratory tests (9) due
to a volume displacement effect. When performing a measurement in the water phase of the sample, it should be recognized that pipetting errors
occur due to the displacement effect of the fats or
proteins in the sample. The higher the concentration of lipids (especially triglycerides) or proteins,
the lower the water part in the sample. A direct
measurement with ion selective electrode without
a prior dilution of the sample will help avoiding erroneous low sodium values in case of patient with
either lipid disorder or from oncology department. Most analyzers do not have this direct measurement technology, and therefore the instrument
performs a dilution step prior to measurement
and creating an error for low results. If the laboratory has no equipment that is measuring correct
values, a written warning remark on the lab report
should be provided to clinicians when the patient
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result is negatively biased due to high lipid or protein concentrations.

Paraproteins
Paraproteins have been reported to interfere with
a number of routine clinical chemistry methods
for measurement of total and direct bilirubin, high
density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, creatinine,
C-reactive protein (CRP), glucose, gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT), iron, inorganic phosphate
and uric acid (10). The frequency of paraprotein interference was reported to be very rare. Even so,
some systematic studies on total bilirubin, direct
bilirubin and HDL-cholesterol showed the reverse.
It should be kept in mind that when an interference occurs with one assay, it will not necessary bias
another method measuring the same analyte (10).
Some technologies like the MicroSlide technology
has minimal, or is free of interference, because the
sample has to pass special layers that creates an
ultrafiltrate. The interfering substance is filtered
out in this way of sample treatment (11,12).

Quality control and matrix effect
For quality control procedures in the analytical phase, the laboratory very often, if not always, uses quality control material that should mimic a patient sample. Most quality control materials are made from artificial sources, rather different from human samples.
First, the material is filtered, lyophilized, stabilized
and very often analytes from animals or synthetic
origin is added. A lack of commutability between
methods and instruments is known in the field of
quality control for a wide range of analytes. An example from a PT survey from the DGKL (German Society
for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine) is
shown in figure 3. Two proficiency testing samples A
and B with different concentrations of cholesterol
were sent out to several laboratories. A small group
of laboratories failed due to the problem of matrix effects in the external quality control material while
the internal quality control material did not show the
same effect. Additional testing of this method in
question compared to a reference method provided
a nice correlation if native patient material was used.
Biochemia Medica 2010;20(2):147–53
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FIGURE 3. Proficiency testing result of two samples with different cholesterol concentration. Due to matrix effect of the quality control material a group of par ticipants failed – see arrow.

Calibration
The calibration is the first and foremost step in the
analytical process of the method or instrument
prior to the measurement of quality control material or patient samples. Very often the operator is
unable to handle a pipette in the correct way and
might therefore dissolve the lyophilized calibrator
material with the wrong amount of solvent. As such, it is pivotal to follow strictly the recommendations of the manufacturer. The multipoint calibrator is usually much better compared to a single or
two point calibration. Very often the method is calibrated with calibrators that have different analytes then those measured afterwards. An example is the use of albumin in a calibrator to calibrate
the total protein assay.
In 2004 the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute
(CLSI) reported the impact of measurement uncertainties (13) that greatly increase the costs in healthcare. A study on calibration of calcium methods
was used to describe the costs of errors in calcium
concentration when the calibration wasn’t done
properly. A sum of annually additional costs of $
60–199 million was calculated when the calibration was not done correctly.
Biochemia Medica 2010;20(2):147–53
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Any effect on the analytical phase that is created
from a substance that is not the analyte to be determined may considered as an analytical interference. The total number of published and therefore known drug interferences is rather high. The
knowledge of laboratory staff and clinicians that
drugs may cause falsely elevated, falsely normal
and falsely lower values in clinical patient material
is very often overlooked or unknown. Reports on
the interference of metabolites, resulting from the
conversion of the mother drug into its metabolites
is extremely rare. Studies on the effect of several
drugs and their resulting metabolites in patients
receiving two, three or even more drugs at the same time are also available in single reports, only. In
most cases, it is the manufacturer of the reagents
who takes care of the drug interferences. There is
no real reporting system available that collects the
data about interferences from drugs and their metabolites. In 2006, Young and Tryding created a
common database that combines effects of diseases on analytes, impact of herbs to clinical diagnostic tests, analytical interferences, biological effects as well as pre-analytical issues. This database
is the largest collection of data on those problems.
Due to some reasons, the database is no longer
available, though there are some books focusing
the interference and effects of drugs (14,15).
Only clinical chemists, the diagnostic industry and
medical technicians are the users of the information database so far. It is however important that
experts in clinical settings, as well as the pharmaceutical area, are informed about this information
and tool. One of the first users of a combination of
lab results and drug prescription was published by
Friedman et al. (16). In general, they found a positive
response of the clinicians for the automatic monitoring of drug-test interferences or interactions. The
system had both an educational and clinical value.
A new approach was undertaken by Kailajärvi et al.
(17) in 2000, who combined the information they
got form the hospital pharmacy with lab requests
and lab results. In their model a database with online support in drug effects on hormone test results
was chosen. In 11% of the results they were able to
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give a warning reminder. In 74% of all cases additional testing or examinations of the patient have
been avoided. This study is also a good example to
reduce costs in healthcare and provide more reliable test results for a better treatment of the patient.
In the future, more focus should be paid by designer drugs on herbs and also genetic modified food
that may have an impact to laboratory test results.

Labeling of specimen
Phlebotomists, doctors and nurses need an education regarding the appropriate procedure for
blood collection, as well as how to label the specimen. Any person who draws a patient sample must label the tube at the patient´s bedside without
taking the tube into a different place. Whenever
possible, an automatic labeling is helpful to avoid
any identification error. Handwritten labels should
be avoided as they create misreading. There are
new identification tools like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) available that help preventing mislabeling. The same is true in the analytical process
if samples are taken from the primary tube and
transferred into a secondary tube. For modern automated systems and lab automation, the clear
identification is a must. Devices, like the RFID is
one solution to avoid misreading.

Statistical analysis
In evaluation studies of methods, one usually compares the new method or new instrument versus
the old one. The result of the method comparison
is usually presented in x-y-plot and the statistical
analysis is performed according the requirements
of the scientific journal in which the study should
be published. In the example shown in figure 4 we
can see a nice correlation and good statistical data. If we do an additional relative bias-plot, we will
receive much more details as shown in figure 5. In
this example it seems a bit strange that the study
involved mainly samples with low glucose concentration. We cannot see any normal distribution of
the investigated glucose concentrations and in the
relative bias-plot we observe a strong positive bias
of the method B. Instead of deliver only the x-yplot additional information is required to better
understand the correlation we did.

Method evaluation
When the laboratory considers buying a new instrument or using a new method, it is supposed to
run an evaluation study first. Precision data were
usually obtained by running either patient or quality control material. Sometimes the lab might per-
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FIGURE 4. x-y-plot of two different methods to measure glucose concentration in serum.
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FIGURE 5. Relative bias-plot of the same correlation shown in figure 4.

form a linearity study to confirm the manufactures
data. In comparison studies of manufactures it is
used very often the same technology or data are
compared with those of former instruments by the
same company and, inherently, the correlation is
fine. Much more interesting is however comparison with other technologies, to better detect any
interference or difference. This may help to detect
errors or at least start collaboration between the
laboratory and the diagnostic industry to find the
reasons for any deviation.

Reliability
An article about reliability of scientific published
data was published in the journal Nature, in 2005
(18). A questionnaire was sent to 7,760 scientists
and they were asked about their behavior in their
scientific work and publications. The questionnaire was anonymous and 3,247 scientists answered
it. Over 30% of the participants confessed a manipulation of their data. About 15.5% of these participants changed or modified the study design, the
method or the results due to intervention of financial support in the study. More than 12.5% ignored
questionable interpretations or incorrect results
from colleagues. Because their result did not fit inBiochemia Medica 2010;20(2):147–53
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to the intended outcome of the study, 6% hold
their results back and did not use or publish them.

Conclusion
The ongoing efforts to reduce medical errors and
enhance patient safety can be directed toward
many health care processes. Clinical diagnostic laboratories recognized risk areas with high potential for error generation. It is prudent that maximum efforts are directed toward preventing errors
in areas of high preventability. The human factors
involved in generating errors in these specialties
deserve priority, and appropriate technology may
play a vital role in minimizing many of these factors. The regulatory and legislative bodies have a
central role in addressing many of these patient
safety issues. The examples given in this paper will
help to better understand the source of errors and
offers valuable options and opportunities to prevent them. The knowledge of the reasons for deviations and errors will result in lower risks for the
patient safety. Even if the analytical process has a
small impact on the total number of errors in laboratory medicine, analytical errors should be minimized as much as possible. A new database for
drug interferences, effects of herbs and any pre-a-
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nalytical errors will help to avoid misleading results.
Additional statistical analysis and the proper way of
showing the differences in method comparison will
help for better interpretation of data and avoiding
wrong repor ting of patient results. Increase in
knowledge of the calibration process saves additional money for extra testing or wrong treatment of
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the patient. The quality control process in the clinical laboratory helps avoiding errors but the correct
material has to be selected to improve a better
commutability. Finally the reference interval for the
population the laboratory has to be updated and
correct if needed. Otherwise the reference interval
is of limited value for the clinician.
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Kvaliteta u analitičkoj fazi
Sažetak
U današnjem je sustavu zdravstvene skrbi prevalencija pogrešaka u medicini visoka prema izvješću Instituta za medicinu (engl. Institute of Medicine, IOM). U literaturi se dosljedno izvještava o stopi pogrešaka od oko 10% u kliničkim medicinskim laboratorijima. Većina se tih pogrešaka
događa u prijeanalitičkoj fazi. Budući da se pogreške rijetko događaju u analitičkoj fazi, postoji opasnost da se one vrlo često zanemaruju. Ovaj se
pregled bavi zahtjevima kvalitete koji se ne temelje isključivo na ispitivanjima kontrolnih uzoraka. Poznavanje analitičkih interferencija i kvalitete
uzoraka nudi nam dragocjena rješenja za poboljšanje kvalitete cjelokupnog procesa laboratorijskog ispitivanja. Raspravljat ćemo o nekim posebnim područjima analitičkog procesa kao što su umjeravanje, kontrola kvalitete, referentni intervali, interferencije lijekova, statistička analiza, paraproteini i učinak poremećaja volumena. Nakon nekoliko primjera iz literature i privatnih iskustava, bolje će se moći razumjeti utjecaj pogrešaka
na analitički proces, te će ti primjeri pomoći u smanjenju broja analitičkih pogrešaka i interferencija, kako bi se osigurala sigurnost bolesnika na
puno višem stupnju.
Ključne riječi: analitičke pogreške; sigurnost bolesnika; klinički laboratorij; kontrola kvalitete; interferencije lijekova; umjeravanje; paraprotein;
referentni interval
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